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Call Us Call Us. We price match! Call ! Part : SFSC Put me on the Waiting List. Write a Review.
Reviews Sorting most helpful to least helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to
oldest oldest to newest. Purchased the Kicker sub package with the vehicle. I was a little
optimistic at first not knowing how the sub would sound with the factory head unit. After some
equalizer set up, I was more than pleasantly surprised with the sound quality. Definately a must
for the sound enthusiast wanting a much more fuller sound. The unit is neatly tucked away
behind the rear driver side seat and doesn't impede with room. Now it's time to upgrade the
factory Ford speakers to complete the sound. Did you find this helpful? Installed this system
about a month ago and am very happy with its performance! A great addition to the factory
set-up. Installation took me a little more than 4 hours. Instructions were straight forward. The
work under the steering wheel was a pain in the neck but well worth the effort! I was especially
impressed with the look of the installation. The sub assembly fits perfect behind the rear seat
back. Well worth the time and money! Thanks Kicker and Stage 3! Took me just under two hours
mechanically competent enough to be dangerous. The instructions included leave a bit to be
desired but definitely use them for the wiring part as colors on the video posted are different on
the '18 and the hookup is slightly different in location. The video was a nice help for those that
are visual beyond a grainy black and white photo and nice to have for some of the removal of
trim. The sub itself is amazing. This fills in the gaping hole that is missing from the stock Ford
stereo, this is how the truck should sound from the factory. Cranked up on the EQ it will
definitely hit pretty well for a small package but will not rattle your windows or wake the
neighbors. Love it even on songs that aren't bass heavy, just fills out the sound perfect. Highly
recommended. Awesome addition to my truck but There is one catch to the install directions
that folks should know because it is not anywhere on the web. Once I figured that out, the
project was very easy. Took me about three hours. If I had known about the location of the
speaker wires, I would say it can be done in an hour and a half with no beer breaks. Nice
upgrade. Took longer to install than I assumed, but the biggest pain was tapping the 2 speaker
wires. My truck only had about 2 of the wire bundle showing and they were so tight I could
barely seperate them to look at colors, let alone tap them. Ended up taking the harness off the
truck and then could get at them better. First ones I tapped didn't work, then tried another and it
worked. Don't seat the harnesses onto the unit until it is in place - they do not come off and I
snapped both tabs trying to get them off. Knew I shouldn't have done it at the time, but wanted
to see how they route when clipped into the bracket. Run your cable first, get the unit in the
truck before bolting down , connect the harnesses and then attach to the bracket. Once
installed it does sound very nice. Good bass sound, but this is certainly not going to rock the
block. If you want big sound - go elsewhere. But this does definately round out the stock radio
and I believe I will be happy with it. Sound a little better than the Sony Sub. I had a Platinum with
the 10 Kicker Substage, it hit a lot harder than the 8 now. I even hook it up first before I ordered
this one. You cant secure it with out drilling holes in the floor. The goes right behind the seat
with some work just like factory. Just wish it hit harder. Awesome upgrade. I have the Sony
premium sound package and the base wasn't that great. This install added in that missing base.
I am very pleased with the total sound quality now. I just drilled 2 new holes and secured it. It
took about 1. This was well worth the money. Simple install I have no audio install experience
and did in in 1. You can definitely tell it's not a 10 , but still a great improvement over the stock
sub. I'd buy it again. Install was super easy 1 hr. I'm impress for a 8 sub! But why I'm giving this
4 stars My truck came with the base audio system that does include the center dash speaker but
no subwoofer at all. This was an incredibly simple install that took me less than 90 minutes from
start to finish. The results are impressive! I didn't want something that was going to rattle the
truck panels but do enjoy a nice low hit to my music and this fit the bill perfectly! This system is
a nice upgrade from the factor Sony sub. While it's not a thumper, it does do a very nice job off
filling in the bottom end. The big thing about this is the independent amp that powers the sub
only. The factory Sony amp has to pull double duty and power both the door speakers and the
sub. With this upgrade, the Sony amp, only has to power my upgraded Pioneer speakers which
now sound a lot fuller. Of note, with a 5. Because of that, I had to split the harness to allow the
connector from the wiring harness that connects to the sub wires behind the b-pillar to reach
behind the b-pillar. Also, the connector that attaches to the quick connectors, which attach to
the factor sub wires, wasn't included but were quickly shipped to me from Kicker. Finally, I had
to adjust the top mounting bracket on the sub so it would line up with the two holes on the back
wall of the truck because the carpet was keeping the sub from getting low enough to mount.
The installation instructions and video were well done. Overall installation was straight forward.
The sound improvement is significant. Well worth it! A I also installed JL speakers from another
source since the has depth issues that prevent the kicker speakers offered here from working. I
love my truck, but have always had to upgrade my ford systems to get quality sound. Kicker has

done a great job with this product. Received the item within two days from Arizona to California.
Had the installation done in just over an hour after taking it out of the box. Real easy install.
Probably the most difficult part of the installation was pulling the power wire through the rubber
grommets between the engine firewall and the inside of the cab. What a difference in sound
quality. Highly recommend! Thanks Stage3Motorsports for continuing to offer great products
and customer service. Install less than 2 hours. Instructions are great, especially for where to
cut out carpet for bolts. The system itself leaves a bit to be desired, it really can't achieve low
ends very well. That said no space is lost, which was the goal. This isn't anything new based on
other reviews just know you're not getting a thumper out of this, but it will add nice bass. Pros:
pretty much plug and play, no space lost, decent bass, idt it voids warranty since Ford
approved? I hope at least. Cons: Overpriced for sound quality. I'm pleased with the results of
the speaker upgrade and the price point on this kit. The metra kits allowed my to self tap screw
into them with stock screws and not use what was provided in the Kicker speaker boxes. All in
all, the installation was simple, I hard wired the speakers using poke and wrap after figuring out
polarity from a youtube video. Super simple to install if you have ever done anything like this
before. Overall sound quality IS better than my stock Sony speakers. I would say from a Bquality stock to an A. I am a bit disappointed in the thump but the tones are good enough for me
at my age; and I didn't have high expectations on an 8 sub. Been looking at this upgrade for
some time. Finally went ahead, and happy I did which I new it would, specially I did not have any
subwoofer to start. As mentioned by many, just the right amount of bass, good quality, really
fills the missing gap. In the instruction, use the manual that comes with it. Pretty clear, took me
2 hrs. The video is for the upgrade of the Sony system, not exactly similar location of the 2
wires to get signal from under dash not the door seal cover. Relatively easy installation. Had to
call support to clarify wiring to connect to subwoofer. Product is excellent and very happy with
it. Would recommend highly. I Just installed this system 3 weeks ago. It took me about 4 hours.
The toughest part was getting the wire through the firewall. The sound is really nice. I was not
getting a good connection and the sound would go in and out. I spliced into the factory wires
and what a difference! Well worth the money. Good upgrade for your F The sub installed
amazingly well. Oh, except for one thing: The 2nd row seat brace jammed against the subwoofer
when installed, preventing the seat from locking back to the upright position. I chose to loosen
the bolt. The dimensions of the mounting were off just a bit creating this jam. My guess is often
times it works fine. Frankly the slight mod that I had to do was not a big deal. Most guys would
probably choose to grind - I just didn't happen to have a grinder handy on the day I installed the
sub. The sub itself makes my base speaker system pretty good, so I'm happy overall. Works like
it is supposed to and sounds great. Definitely added what my truck was missing and installation
was easy. Item is just as described. A drop in subwoofer with amp that hooks up directly to the
Sony stereo system. You do have to keep the old amp hooked up to the rest of the speakers to
work. Throw out the old stock song subwoofer and just remount the old amp underneath the
seat. Much needed upgrade. Two thumbs up! Well packaged item, with an easy, straightforward
install. The sound quality is surprising from such a small sub. Looks like an OEM item, I would
definitely buy again. I had issues finding the speaker wires that I needed to tap into. Found them
on the side railing. Sounds good. Easy straight forward install, it took me about hour or so to
install it and I love everyday more and more. I bought this reading other reviews hoping to
improve the sound of my Sony system. If you have one then you know the bass is lacking. My
sounded better. The install is pretty straight forward. I ended up installing the factory amp
without cutting up the plastic under my seat. As far as the sound it is a definite upgrade to the
Sony sub BUT just as I think I have the basic EQ se and it sounds great a different sing comes
on and the bass gets all washed out. I'm currently in the middle of my bass setting and listen to
music in the 14 to 18 volume level. So it's only getting 4 stars bc I cant seem to find a setting
that keeps the sub happy. Produces good bass for my crew cab. I purchased this subwoofer
when it was on sale. Pros: fits nicely Package come with everything Cons: Not really worth the
full price. This system added a good amount of base to the vehicle. The fit was exact, and
functioned as designed. Have Questions? Will this system work with this package? As long as
your truck is not equipped with a Sony Sound System or an optional upgraded Kicker
subwoofer from the factory, then this kit will fit your truck. Was this answer helpful? Submit an
answer. There is no loss of floor space when the seats are folded up? That's my understanding
of the kit, and also why this version fits both SuperCab and SuperCrew trucks, rather than
having separate part numbers for each. Here's a link to Kicker's instructions, if you want to
verify. PFSC15 is Kicker's PowerStage System and includes all the same components as the
SubStage kit, but also comes with an additional watt amplifier for your truck's door speakers, as
well as all it's required wiring and bracketry. I was told that this may not work with The Fs with
ecoboost. Is this correct? I have the 3. This kit fits and functions fine on the F EcoBoosts. There

was an issue with early kits not working properly on trucks with the Sony System, but Kicker
updated the kit, and it's now compatible with both Sony System and base audio systems. This
particular kit will work with all head unit options, unlike the higher-priced PowerStage system.
Very interested in this replacement so any information on it will be great. Other than that, the
SubStage kit should work just fine. I have had multiple emails with kicker and they assure me
this will work in my lariat with Sony system. All I need to do beyond a normal install is pull
sound from my front speakers. Are they wrong? I ordered this from you based on kickers
emails. I can forward you the email chain if you like. According to Kicker, they are now including
a relocation bracket with their SubStage systems that moves the Sony door speaker amp from
the Sony enclosure, which allows the SubStage kit to work with Fs equipped with the Sony
System. This kit will now work with your truck. Can you post or email me the installations? How
does the second amp the kicker sub amp install with the Sony door amp? Updated instructions
for this kit are located right here. Basically, Kicker includes a relocation bracket that lets you
install the Sony door speaker amp near the Kicker SubStage unit while allowing the Sony Door
Speaker Wiring to still connect to the Sony amp. Would you publish the install instructions so I
can figure out if I can do this myself? Updated instructions are located right here. Will this work
in my ford f with Sony system As long as your truck is a SuperCrew or SuperCab, this kit will
work. Reward Points. Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You
subscribed successfully. You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search
Search. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the F Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain automatic locking hubs yes Drive type Four
wheel drive Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic electronic hi-lo gear selection yes part
time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power
Feature Power Feature digital keypad power door locks yes 2 one-touch power windows yes
Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes compass yes external
temperature display yes tachometer yes. Passenger seat with manual adjustable lumbar
support yes 4 -way manual driver seat adjustments yes Front shoulder room Rear hip Room
Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Length Maximum towing capacity
lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Height Maximum payload lbs. Wheel base Width
Sponsored cars related to the F Suspension Suspension Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes front
independent suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside
5 yr. Inventory See F Inventory. Sign Up. See F Inventory. Found a mistake? Let us know!
Search your problem. F Fuse box Delayed accessory power for audio, power door lock switch
and moon roof switch illumination. Instrument cluster high beam indicator, High beam
headlamps, DRL disable relay. Looking for another fusebox diagram? Do you like StartMyCar?
Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version
for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. F01 fuse 10A mini. F02 fuse 20A mini. F03
fuse 5A mini. F04 fuse 10A mini. F05 fuse 5A mini. F06 fuse 15A mini. F07 fuse 5A mini. F08 fuse
10A mini. F09 fuse 20A mini. F10 fuse 20A mini. F11 fuse 10A mini. F12 fuse 5A mini. F13 fuse
10A mini. F14 fuse 10A mini. F15 fuse 5A mini. F16 fuse 10A mini. F17 fuse 15A mini. F18 fuse
10A mini. F19 fuse 10A mini. F20 fuse 10A mini. F21 fuse 15A mini. F22 fuse 10A mini. F23 fuse
10A mini. F24 fuse 15A mini. F25 fuse 10A mini. F26 fuse 20A mini. F27 fuse 5A mini. F28 fuse
5A mini. F29 fuse 15A mini. F30 fuse 15A mini. F31 fuse 20A mini. F32 fuse 15A mini. F33 fuse
15A mini. F34 fuse 15A mini. F35 fuse 20A mini. F36 fuse 10A mini. F37 fuse 20A mini. F38 fuse
25A mini. F39 fuse mini. F40 fuse 20A mini. F41 fuse mini. F42 fuse 10A mini. F fuse 30A
cartridge-j. F fuse 20A cartridge-j. F fuse mini. F fuse 40A cartridge-j. R01 relay full. R02 relay
full. R03 relay full. R04 relay full. R05 relay full. R06 relay full. R relay half. R relay ultra. F03 fuse
5A ato. R03 relay half. D01 diode ato. D02 diode ato. Other other 10A. Other1 other 10A. Other2
other 10A. Ford's F-Series has been America's best-selling vehicle for most of the past 30 years.
The most popular model of this grouping, the F has long been known for offering a cluster of
core traits that appeal to full-size truck buyers. Among them are impressive towing and hauling
capabilities, respectable reliability and a mind-boggling variety of body styles, trim levels and
options. More recent F iterations have also offered a smooth, quiet ride and an easy-to-drive
demeanor, and to nobody's surprise, the F continues this tradition. The new SVT Raptor is also
about performance, but this time around it's for off-, not on-road applications. The Raptor
boasts an optional 6. For more mainstream use, the F continues to have much to offer,
including a pleasant interior, a smooth ride and numerous body styles. There are a number of
desirable features as well, such as a flat rear floor and expansive rear-seat room in crew cab
models, deployable steps to ease access to the bed, Ford's Sync multimedia voice command
system and the contractor-oriented lineup of "Work Solutions" options. The F is a perennial
best-seller because Ford listens to truck people, and the F epitomizes this philosophy. The F
does have one weakness, though, and that's power. While competing models from Dodge,

General Motors and Toyota offer formidably powerful V8 engines, the Ford F soldiers on with
the venerable 5. We pitted the F against the current Ram, Tundra and Silverado in a full-size
pickup comparison test, and the F came in last. Had the Ford been packing more power under
its hood, the results would likely have been different. All said, though, the F is still one of the
most appealing trucks on the market thanks to its user-friendly features and pleasant driving
dynamics. The question is whether you need or want more oomph than the Ford can provide.
The Ford F full-size pickup truck is available in three body styles: regular cab, extended cab
"SuperCab" and crew cab "SuperCrew". Cargo box size choices vary as well: Regular cabs
come with a 6. The SuperCrew can have either the 5. Reverse-opening rear doors are standard
on regular and SuperCabs for easier cab access, while SuperCrews have four full-size doors.
The STX is similarly equipped but adds sportier-looking trim and an upgraded sound system
with a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack. The volume leader XLT features an upgraded cloth
interior, cruise control and full power accessories. The FX4 4WD features a towing package,
inch wheels, underbody skid plates, retuned springs and shock absorbers, front bucket seats, a
six-way power driver seat and satellite radio. The Lariat offers upscale interior trim, leather
upholstery, way power driver and passenger seats, heated front seats, power-adjustable pedals,
a power-sliding rear window, the Sync multifunction voice-command system and automatic
climate control. This year's new crew-cab Harley-Davidson model is similarly luxurious and also
features inch wheels and Harley-Davidson-themed trim. The off-road-ready SVT Raptor
extended cab hits the trail with an optional 6. Other options include a premium Sony audio
system, a hard-drive-based navigation system with Sirius Travel Link, a back-up camera, a
cargo management system, a stowable bed extender, a trailer brake controller, reverse parking
sensor, a rear-seat entertainment system and a sunroof. Aimed at those who work out of their
trucks, Ford's Work Solutions options include an in-dash computer with Internet access, a
Midbox storage system a lockable compartment located between the cab and bed and a "Tool
Link" system which allows one to keep tabs on tools stored in the truck's box via
radio-frequency tracking. There are three main engine choices in the Ford F lineup, all of them
V8s: a 4. The base 4. The SVT Raptor comes standard with the 5. The last F we tested with the 5.
The brakes have a soft feel about them, but stopping distances are very good for a big truck. In
instrumented testing, we stopped a four-wheel-drive Super Crew from 60 mph in an impressive
feet. As expected, buyers have a choice between two- and four-wheel drive on all versions of
the F except the Raptor, which has standard four-wheel drive. When it comes to technical
working capacity, the F can't be beat: Properly equipped, an F with the 5. However, the lack of
under-hood punch and hefty curb weight mean that the F is seriously laboring at anything close
to these capacities. A more typical 4WD SuperCrew with the 5. Antilock disc brakes, stability
control, trailer sway control and a full complement of airbags including front seat side and
full-length side curtain are standard across the board. The F has earned top marks in every
crash test it's been subjected to, scoring five stars in government front- and side-impact tests
and the top rating of "Good" from the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety in its frontal-offset
and side-impact tests. The Ford F delivers solid ride and handling dynamics for a full-size truck,
and it's remarkably quiet at speed, a trademark of recent Fs. It's still down on maximum power,
though, to the tune of hp compared to the big V8s in the Ram, Tundra and Silverado. Whether
this is a deal-breaker depends on what you plan to use your truck for. Realistically, most people
probably don't need that extra hp, but a good number will probably want it anyway. The
purpose-built SVT Raptor is expected to be a treat to drive off-road. In SuperCrew form, the Ford
F can comfortably seat four people, and you can squeeze in up to six in a pinch. Backseat
comfort is superb thanks to abundant legroom, a flat floor and a seatback angle that's
pleasantly reclined. Cargo-carrying capacity in the SuperCrew's cab is also excellent. The
SuperCab is still fairly roomy, but legroom is noticeably less generous. All Fs feature simple
controls and good-quality materials by full-size truck standards. The navigation system
includes an 8-inch screen with impressive clarity. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular

searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Lackluster performance for this segment, steering wheel doesn't telescope. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The Ford F is an excellent
all-around truck, though competitors offer a bit more grunt. Vehicle overview. After a full
redesign last year, the big news for the Ford F is the return of a Harley-Davidson trim level and
the introduction of the high-performance SVT Raptor. Beyond that, the flareside body style has
been phased out, and there are minor equipment adjustments for certain trim levels. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. I have had my F supercrew since January One issue-at 30, miles
the torque converter would leak fluid once every 3 days weird. Ford fixed it under warranty.
Otherwise, absolutely perfect in all areas. This truck saved me from an Alabama snowageddon
last year. It tool 10 hours to go 20 miles but the 2 of us made it. The truck is so quiet on the
road. Yesterday I got 22 miles per gallon going 65 mph on the interstate. If you have kids the
back seat area is like a large sitting room. If you can find a with good mileage buy it. I am 65
years old and have had lots and lots and lots of vehicles. Best of the bunch! Just keep it
serviced and clean and you will have a winner. It is a truck but Ford Fs are the best selling truck
for a reason! Read less. Had issues with the tranny shifting. Had to argue with the dealer about
it. They finally re-loaded the software for the tranny and it is working good now. No cost to fix.
At 60, miles the exhaust manifold crack. Out of warranty. Appears to be a known issue. Had to
put silicone around the cargo light. Water stained the liner. This also a known issue. Basic
model. No fancy electronics. Just a radio and CD player. Manual temp controls. Currently pull a
lb travel trailer. Have not had any issues with that. Over all pleased. Basic issues. No show
stoppers. Just maintain and should be good. As my Dad always told me "If you can't maintain
the vehicle you have, you can't afford a new one" Replace gears 3. Pulls trailer much better. No
major issues. Still does exactly what I want it to. Have not done much with it this year because
of the pandemic. The clear coat cancer looks awful but that is typical Ford paint job. Great truck
that should have come with boat oars.. I purchased this truck new on May 31, It now has miles. I
have not had any issues with it in terms of mechanical or electrical. I love how the truck feels
when I drive it, it is very comfortable, and roomy. The mileage sucks, but if I was concerned
about mileage I would not have bought it. In Mar , I noticed moisture on the inside of the
windshield, and since my windshield had been replaced I thought the new one had a leak I
finally started doing some research online and found out that Ford has known for years that the
sat antenna, and third brake lights leak into the cab. The technical bulletin calls for a bead of
silicone around the gasket of the sat antenna. Once the brake light leaks, the only fix is a bead
of silicone or replacement since Ford decided not to make a separate gasket for the lens. My
dealer refused to follow the guidelines of the TSB for the antenna since when they removed the
old one, it had a bead of silicone around the gasket direct from the factory my vehicle was made
in Mar so it appears that once Ford discovered the problems and published the TB, they
decided to use the same antennas on all the vehicles that came out after the publication of the
TB, and following the TB, just placed silicone on the gaskets as the trucks were being built. I
don't mind spending money on my truck due to fail wear and tear or normal maintenance, but I
am really pissed about the cost of these repairs. If these problems showed up prior to the basic
3 year, mile warranty, Ford would be required to fix them under the basic warranty, even if you
purchased the Extended warranty you are not covered for these problems. Ford used faulty
parts on this truck and many others, they should have issued a recall and paid to fix all the
problems. This is as much a health and safety hazard as it is an inconvenience. When water
enters the truck over time mold and mildew will grow. The water also gets into the channels and
door thresholds were the wiring is run for lights, windows etc. And the leaks are going to stain
your rear seats, and headlined , and destroy your carpet. Ford has known of these problems
back to , based on the information I have found on the internet. I contacted Ford about this
problem and they did listen and give me a case number, telling me they would contact my
dealer and see if there was a program to help pay for cost of the repairs.. I don't expect Ford to
do anything. I would not recommend any one buy a Ford F new or used until Ford can prove the
problems are solved. They just keep getting better. Replaced my model with this ; wow, what a
difference. Re-worked 5. Opted for all the toys including 20" wheels, limited-slip 3. I find myself
looking back for a second glance at the truck every time I drive it. See all reviews of the Used
Ford F Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. Ad vertisements. In this article, we
consider the eleventh-generation Ford F, produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams
of Ford F , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn
about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The fuse panel is located under the
right-hand side of the instrument panel behind the cover. Remove the trim panel and fuse box

cover to access the fuses. To remove the fuse box cover, place a finger behind the PULL tab
and your thumb above the PULL tab as shown in the illustration, then pull the cover off. To
reinstall the fuse box cover, place the top part of the cover on the fuse panel, then push the
bottom part of the cover until you hear it click shut. Gently pull on the cover to make sure it is
seated properly. The relay box is located in the engine compartment on the left fender. How to
check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive
fuses. Ford F Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to
check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our
website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy
policy. Delayed accessory power for audio, power door lock switch and moonroof switch
illumination. Delayed accessoiy power for audio, power door lock switch and moonroof switch
illumination. Delayed accessoiy power for audio, power door lock switch and moon roof switch
illumination. Skip to main content of results for "f stereo upgrade". Skip to main search results.
Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a
new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's
Choice for f stereo upgrade. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 11 left in stock order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Related searches.
N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
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